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ABSTRACT
is paper introduces Rumble, an engine that executes JSONiq
queries on large, heterogenous and nested collections of
JSON objects, leveraging the parallel capabilities of Spark so
as to provide a high degree of data independence. e design
is based on two key insights: (i) how to map JSONiq expres-
sions to Spark transformations on RDDs and (ii) how to map
JSONiq FLWOR clauses to Spark SQL on DataFrames. We
have developed a working implementation of these mappings
showing that JSONiq can eciently run on Spark to query bil-
lions of objects into, at least, the TB range. e JSONiq code
is concise in comparison to Spark’s host languages while
seamlessly supporting the nested, heterogeneous datasets
that Spark SQL does not. e ability to process this kind of
input, commonly found, is paramount for data cleaning and
curation. e experimental analysis indicates that there is no
excessive performance loss, occasionally even a gain, over
Spark SQL for structured data, and a performance gain over
PySpark. is demonstrates that a language such as JSONiq
is a simple and viable approach to large-scale querying of
denormalized, heterogeneous, arborescent datasets, in the
same way as SQL can be leveraged for structured datasets.
e results also illustrate that Codd’s concept of data inde-
pendence makes as much sense for heterogeneous, nested
datasets as it does on highly structured tables.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 A bit of history
When Edgar Codd abstracted away the logical concept of
data tables from the physical layer [24], which is commonly
known at data independence, the world of computers was
dramatically dierent from today: the data processed back
then was highly structured, and the size of a dataset would
t on a single machine. Relational database engines [12]
were designed as monolithic engines running on a single
machine.
e increasing amount of data available to process, as well
as the ever-growing discrepancy between storage capacity,
throughput and latency, have forced the database community
to come up with new querying paradigms in the last two
decades. Data has changed in three ways.
First (variety), data in the real world is not as structured
and normalized as relational tables. Other shapes are gaining
popularity: trees, graphs, cubes, and even fully unstructured
data with a eld of study of its own (Information Retrieval).
Many products have appeared to specialize in each one of
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the data shapes: document stores [25][50][17], wide column
stores [19], triple stores [53], data warehouses [23].
Second (volume), a lot of datasets (up to the Petabyte range
and more) no longer t on a single machine, meaning that
a cluster is needed already only to store it. HDFS [64] is a
prominent example of distributed storage system.
ird (velocity), even if the data ts on a single machine
(GB or TB), disk I/O bolenecks still require processing it in
a cluster for reasonable performance.
MapReduce [27] has become very popular with its simple
and general key-value abstraction, highly parallelizable and
well suited to distribute I/O on clusters of machines. Spark
[65] generalizes the MapReduce paradigm to a full DAG of
Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD). More recent engines
take the idea further to support streaming (Flink [30], Timely
Dataows [52]) and even Machine Learning (Ray [51]).
1.2 Today’s challenge
e database landscape today is very dierent than what it
was in the 1970s [24][12]. Today, we can store and query
heterogeneous, denormalized data eciently. But this hap-
pened at the cost of noticeably driing away from Edgar
Codd’s vision of data independence [24]. Most products re-
quire advanced programming knowledge and do not fully
encapsulate layers, pushing a lot of the complexity away
from the system to the user.
Platforms like MapReduce [28] or Spark [65] are runtime
environments rather than programming tools. A truly data-
independent system must expose data to the user via a clean
data model and a functional, declarative query language,
which can be executed on top of MapReduce or Spark trans-
parently, hiding key-values or RDDs from the user.
1.3 Data independence leaks
Data independence for highly structured data is unchal-
lenged. Most parallel computing platforms support, directly
or via third-party products, an implementation of SQL (or
dialect), e.g., Hive [11], Spark SQL [10]. Below are some of
the most noticeable data-independence leaks of a query or
program wrien in MapReduce, Spark, Flink, Ray, Timely,
etc. We also explain why these leaks lead to actual, practical
problems that aect productivity and performance.
Chains of function calls Most frameworks are based on
a popular, oen imperative language, e.g., Java, Scala or
Python. Rather than truly oering a fully expression-based,
functional language, the host language is extended with user-
dened functions that are chained together. is represents
a huge overhead in terms of performance and resource uti-
lization (memory) leading to very inecient data processing.
ery plan rather than query e chained function calls
provide the look and feel of a physical query plan rather than
that of a natural query language. SQL originally meant Struc-
tured English ery Language and was supposed to mirror
a natural English formulation.
High number of brackets symbols e code is typically
full of symbol pairs such as (), [], {}, —— and so on. is hin-
ders readability and makes it harder to write a query as some
of the focus is lost in making the code well-parenthesized.
Lambda calculus e structure of the function calls forces
the user to program in a lambda calculus fashion, for exam-
ple, writing a higher-order function passed as a parameter
to a mapping transformation. is involves non-trivial con-
cepts such that of closure. is makes the learning curve
steep for novices with lile Computer Science background.
e embedding of functionality in user dened functions pre-
vents automatic optimizations and separates tasks in ways
that reduces the ability to make the execution more ecient
(e.g., by merging operations, inlining steps, etc.).
Nested languages Several languages (Java, SQL, …) may
appear in the same query, nested in quoted strings or in
inline syntax, the chained function calls almost constituting
a language by themselves.
Mixture of dierent data models e same query mixes
data models from the host language (e.g., Java objects), the
framework (RDDs) and any nested languages (tables), intro-
ducing many impedance mismatches along the way.
2 BACKGROUND
Our contribution, Rumble, is an engine that allows writing
JSONiq queries to process JSON data stored in HDFS or S3.
e idea of querying data in place instead of importing into
a proprietary format is enjoying growing popularity. For
example, [2] provide virtual layers oering functionality
from existing systems without having to move the data.
Rumble actively uses Spark internally while hiding it from
the end user. In this section, we give a short introduction to
JSON, Spark, and the JSONiq language, which is the existing
work on which Rumble builds.
2.1 JSON
JSON [40] (JavaScript Object Notation) is a simple syntax
that only contains objects, arrays, and a few atomic types:
strings, numbers, booleans and null. e specication [40]
is concise—a few pages.
JSON data diers from highly structured data in two ways:
(i) nestedness, i.e., values can be recursively objects and
arrays and (ii) heterogeneity, i.e., objects in a collection such
as a JSON Lines [41] le need not have the same elds, or
may associate values of dierent types to the same eld.
JSON is the data model behind document stores such as
MongoDB [50], Elasticsearch [17], Couchbase [25]. It is also
the syntax of choice in which many datasets are stored and
downloaded— see Figure 1 for an example.
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{
"guess": "French",
"target": "French",
"country": "AU",
"choices": ["Burmese", "Danish", "French", "Swedish"],
"sample": "92f9e1c17e6df988780527341fdb471d",
"date": "2013-08-19"
}
Figure 1: An example of JSON object from the confu-
sion dataset of the Great Language Game
SQL owes its success to the simplicity with with it ma-
nipulates tables thanks to the relational algebra. Likewise, a
data-independent JSON processing engine should be based
on a functional language made of expressions that manipu-
late collections of JSON values: objects, arrays, atomics and
nothing else; a functional language similar in spirit to SQL,
as powerful, but that can naturally support the heterogeneity
and nestedness of JSON.
Our contribution is Rumble, a JSONiq [31][42] engine that
processes large and arbitrary JSON Lines les on top of Spark,
hiding away all the complex, low-level machinery of RDDs,
DataFrames and transformations, and oering the user with
a clean, abstract data model and a concise and expressive,
highly optimizable language.
2.2 Spark
Spark [65] is a newer-generation parallel processing frame-
work, which generalizes MapReduce to DAG data ows.
e rst-class citizen of Spark is the Resilient Distributed
Dataset (RDD), which is simply a at collection of values,
the concept of value being very generic—atomic values such
as integers or strings, key-values, objects, etc. Input RDDs
are read from layers such as HDFS and S3, or created on the
y by the client from its local memory.
RDDs are then lazily processed by transformations. Spark
has a vast library of transformations of all kinds: lter, map,
atMap, mapToPair, groupByKey, sortByKey, and so on. Ac-
tions are the actual trigger of Spark computations, forcing a
materialization of the output, which can be sent to the client
or wrien back to HDFS or S3.
ese primitives provide a complete toolbox, comparable
to a low-level assembly language, to process data in parallel
on a cluster of machines. Spark also supports DataFrames
instead of RDDs for structured data. DataFrames noticeably
improve performance as well as slightly improve productiv-
ity with more compact queries. However, DataFrames do
not support heterogeneity. Rumble leverages DataFrames to
eciently evaluate FLWOR expressions.
2.3 JSONiq
Rumble implements JSONiq on top of Spark. JSONiq [42][31]
is an expressive, declarative, functional, Turing-complete
query language specically designed for querying large quan-
tities of JSON data. JSONiq is largely based on W3C stan-
dards.
JSONiq expressions manipulate sequences of items, which
are instances of the JSONiq Data Model (JDM). An item can
be (i) an atomic value, e.g., string, boolean, number, null, but
also dates, binaries, etc.; (ii) an object, which maps strings
to items; or (iii) an array, which is an ordered list of items.
Support for such values is a paern common to almost any
modeling of arborescent data (Parquet [8], Avro [7], protocol
buers [35]…). Sequences of items are at and do not nest,
and a sequence of one item is canonically identied with
that item. A sequence can be empty.
JSONiq is strongly typed. For example, (1, 2, 3, 4) matches
the sequence type integer+.
A collection is typically a sequence of similar-looking ob-
ject items. it is the equivalent of a table in SQL. However,
unlike in the relational model, the data can be (i) heteroge-
neous in the sense that not all objects may have the exact
same structure (ii) arborescent in the sense that objects and
arrays can recursively nest. Persisting a collection is orthog-
onal to the language and, in the case of Rumble, data is stored
in HDFS and S3.
e JSONiq syntax consists of expressions that are com-
posed at will into an expression tree, where each expression
consumes sequences of items from its child expressions, and
outputs a sequence of items to its parent. An expression is
evaluated in a context. Contexts contain information such as
variables in scope, their types, the sequences of items with
which they are bound. A parent expression may evaluate a
child expression several times, with dierent contexts.
Expressions include literals, function calls, variables, l-
ters, arithmetics, comparison operators, two-valued logics,
dynamic object and array construction, object and array
navigation, various data ow expressions such as if-then-
else switch, try-catch expressions, and FLWOR expressions.
JSONiq also comes with a rich function library including the
large function library standardized by W3C.
e most important expression, from a database perspec-
tive, is the FLWOR expression. It is a NoSQL version of
the relational algebra: project, select, join, group, order, etc.
FLWOR clauses can be combined and ordered at will, making
FLWOR expressions more general and ing to NoSQL than
SQL statements. For example, if we assume a large collection
of objects is stored on HDFS and accessible with the function
call json-file("people.json"), a JSONiq FLWOR query
looks like so:
for $person in json-file("people.json")
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where $person.age le 65
group by $pos := $person.position
let $count := count($person) gt 10
order by $count descending
return {
"position" : $pos,
"count" : $count
}
FLWOR expressions are usually the one scalability bot-
tleneck of JSONiq on one machine, and at the same time
the most natural expression that can be parallelized. Inter-
nally, that is, in a way that the end user does not need to
be aware of, FLWOR clauses manipulate streams of tuples,
which Rumble seamlessly maps to DataFrames. Likewise,
Rumble seamlessly maps expression runtime iterators to
RDD transformations. ese mappings are explained in Sec-
tion 4. We are not aware of any system capable of processing
heterogeneous and nested data in a widespread and standard
format at this level of performance.
3 DATA INDEPENDENCE
We now describe a number of critical issues commonly en-
countered when querying heterogeneous, nested datasets
that are not addressed by Spark SQL. We show how to use
JSONiq to address these issues, some of which have already
been mentioned in Section 1.3. is leads to programs that
are easier and more natural to write and read to query het-
erogeneous, nested datasets.
3.1 Manipulating Spark RDDs with a host
language
Let us consider programs manipulating Spark RDDs wrien
in a host language such as Java, Scala or Python. Figure 2
provides an example of the typical look-and-feel of a short
query in Python. (i) Such programs are made of a chain of
function calls invoking transformations, typically separated
with assignments for readability; (ii) expose a query plan
(map, then lter, then map, then save as le); (iii) contain
a high number of various bracket symbols; (iv) use lambda
constructs to pass functions as arguments; (v) the query
actually contains two languages: the host language itself,
and the language implied by the Spark library; (vi) the same
program mixes ”meta” objects such as the spark context,
explicit closures, and intermediate RDD objects.
Scala and Python provide an improvement over Java that
considerably simplies the program, making it more com-
pact, however, most of the issues regarding data indepen-
dence leaks remain.
dataset = spark.sparkContext
.textFile('hdfs:///dataset.json')
rdd1 = dataset.map(lambda l: json.loads(l))
rdd2 = rdd1.map(
lambda o: ((o['country'], o['target']), 1)
)
rdd3 = rdd2.reduceByKey(lambda i1, i2: i1 + i2)
result = rdd3.collect()
Figure 2: Implementation of an aggregation in Python
(PySpark)
df = spark.read.json('hdfs:///dataset.json')
df.createOrReplaceTempView("dataset")
df2 = df.sql(
"SELECT * FROM dataset "
"WHERE guess = target "
"ORDER BY target ASC, country DESC, date DESC")
result = df2.take(10)
Figure 3: Implementation of a sort in Python using
DataFrames and Spark SQL
for $i in json-file("hdfs:///dataset.json")
where $i.guess = $i.target
order by $i.language ascending,
$i.country descending,
$i.date descending
count $c
where $c ge 10
return $i
Figure 4: Implementation of a sorting query in JSONiq
3.2 Manipulating DataFrames with Spark
SQL
If the data is highly structured, DataFrames and Spark SQL
provide a higher degree of data independence, as a SQL
query can be passed as an argument to a method invoked
on a DataFrame to produce a new DataFrame. Figure 3
shows a SparkSQL sorting query. e chain of function calls
is signicantly reduced, although the SQL query must be
provided as a string, adding one more language to the same
piece of code, together with the host language (Python), and
the functional language contributed by the Spark library.
e manipulated items mix Python objects, relational tables
(DataFrames) and JSON values. Potential errors, such as
syntax errors, will only be detected at runtime.
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{"foo": "1", "bar":2, "foobar": true}
{"foo": "2", "bar":[4], "foobar": "false"}
{"foo": "3", "bar":"6"}
Figure 5: A heterogeneous JSON dataset
3.3 Manipulating structured data with
JSONiq
Figure 4 shows a ltering query in JSONiq, assuming the
underlying collection is highly structured and homogeneous.
It can be seen that this syntax is similar to that of Spark SQL,
i.e., JSONiq supports highly structured datasets as seamlessly
as Spark SQL.
3.4 Manipulating heterogeneous, nested
data with JSONiq
For highly structured data, Spark SQL and the like already
oer a data-independent layer on top of large-scale clusters.
Spark SQL supports, to some extent, nestedness with (i) a
dot syntax allowing the projection of values nested inside
objects and (ii) the EXPLODE() function, which normalizes
a table containing array elds by creating a row for each
combination of array members, and duplicating the value
of other columns. For highly structured data with small
levels of nestedness, Spark SQL is useful, but it becomes very
verbose if the data is nested on more levels, as this translates
into nested or chained Spark SQL queries.
Spark SQL reaches its limits with semi-structured or het-
erogeneous datasets. Figure 5 shows an example where val-
ues in a eld may be of various types, or even absent.
Such datasets appear when the data is unclean, in which
case 95% of the values have the same type, but a few at best
are absent or null, at worst have a dierent type. Another
typical setup is when a dataset is collected over one or several
decades, and the schema changes every couple of years, but
without converting past data to the new schema.
Figure 6 shows the same data imported into a DataFrame:
the type information is lost, as incompatible values are cast
or serialized into strings. is pushes the burden of dealing
with heterogeneity to the programmer, for example by guess-
ing back the types or deserializing structures—or switching
back to manipulating heterogeneous RDDs, losing the per-
formance gains of Spark SQL.
JSONiq’s data model supports heterogeneous sequences
of objects and does not require a schema. It preserves the
original structure of heterogeneous and nested datasets, and
its exible syntax can convert values on the y. Figure 7
shows an example in which the country value may have
various types. In the grouping clause, a compact expression
allows, on the y at query time, to rst aempt to navigate
foo bar foobar
string string string
1 2 true
2 [4] false
3 6 NULL
Figure 6: e heterogeneous JSON dataset, forced into
a DataFrame. Heterogeneous columns are forced into
strings, absent values into NULLs. e original type
information is lost.
for $o in json-file("hdfs:///dataset.json")
group by $c := ($o.country[], $o.country, "USA")[1],
$t := $o.target
return {
country: $c,
target: $t,
count: count($o)
}
Figure 7: Implementation of a grouping query in
JSONiq, where the eld country is sometimes a string,
sometimes an array of strings, sometimes missing.
is dataset is not supported by DataFrames.
to the rst value of an array; if there is none, the value of
the eld itself; if it is absent, a default value.
In JSONiq programs, (i) only function calls directly rele-
vant to the semantics of the query are used, (ii) the query
plan is not exposed, as this is a SELECT-FROM-WHERE like
construct mirroring the English language, (iii) there are few
brackets and quotes (iv) there is no need for any lambda
calculus, (v) there is only one language in the query: JSONiq
and (vi) there is only one data model explicitly manipulated:
sequences of (potentially heterogeneous) items.
Finally, Figure 8 shows how JSONiq can handle more com-
plex queries; there are instances of JSONiq programs with
thousands of lines. JSONiq further supports updates, script-
ing (similar to PL/SQL) with clean snapshot semantics, as
well as full-text-search extension and can thus also be used
for business logics, beyond querying.
4 MAPPING THE JSONIQ DATA MODEL
TO RDDS AND DATAFRAMES
4.1 Sequences of items and Spark RDDs
4.1.1 Sequences of items. As explained in Section 2, any
value in JSONiq is a sequence of items, which can be directly
mapped to an RDD of items.
Since Java is an object-oriented language supporting hier-
archies of classes, all kinds of items can be arranged under
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{
"items-ordered-on-busy-days" : [
for $order in collection("orders")
let $customer := collection("customers")
[$$.cid eq $order.customer]
where $order.from eq "USA"
where every $item in $order.items
satisfies some $product
in collection("products")
satisfies $product.pid eq $item.pid
group by $date := $order.date
let $number-of-orders := count($order)
order by $number-of-orders
count $position
return {
"date": $date,
"rank": $position,
"items": [
distinct-values(
for $item in $order.items[]
for $product in collection("products")
where $product.pid eq $$.id
return {
"name": $product.name,
"id": $product.id
}
)
]
}
]
}
Figure 8: A more complex JSON query
an Item super class, so that an RDD of Items supports het-
erogeneity, i.e., sequences mixing dierent kinds of items:
strings, numbers, booleans, arrays with all kinds of values,
objects with all kinds of layouts.
4.1.2 Expressions manipulating sequences of items. Many
JSONiq expressions can be parallelized using the above map-
ping: if all children expressions of an expression return just
one sequence of items, and that sequence is physically an
RDD of Items, then the semantics of that expression can oen
be expressed with Spark transformations and actions, while
this remains hidden from the user, who only sees expressions
returning sequences of items.
For example, an object lookup expression can be imple-
mented as a atMap transformation that applies the lookup
to each object item in the RDD, lters out other items and
returns the resulting RDD of items. e same goes for array
navigation, predicate expressions, many functions working
on sequences (tail, subsequence, …), etc.
Another example is the count() function, which can be
implemented with a count action in the RDD physically
containing the parameter sequence of items. e result is
not physically an RDD but a local integer – but again, the
user does not see the dierence: on the logical layer, it is a
sequence of one item and it is irrelevant where it is physically.
We will go into deeper details the general architecture and
the seamless switching between Spark and local execution
in Section 5.
4.2 Tuples in FLWOR expressions and
Spark RDDs
A FLOWR is an expression composed of a list of clauses
that ends with a return. While the entire FLWOR itself is
an expression that returns a sequence of items, individual
clauses (except return) return tuple streams. A tuple1 is a
mapping between variable names and sequences of items,
and this mapping contributes to the dynamic context in
which nested expressions are evaluated.
Tuples can be implemented with a Tuple class carrying
such a mapping – understanding that the sequences of items
mapped inside a tuple are not physically RDDs, but are local
materializations within the Tuple object as they are typically
small.
In a rst approach, we observed that, while sequences
of items map elegantly to RDDs of instances of the Item
class, tuple streams map elegantly to RDDs of instances of
a Tuple class. Likewise, FLWOR clauses map elegantly to
Spark transformations. A summary of the mappings from
clauses to transformations is presented in Figure 9.
4.3 Tuples in FLWOR expressions and
DataFrames
However, in a second approach, FLWOR tuples were mapped
to the more modern DataFrames rather than to RDDs of
Tuple objects.
Indeed, there is a fundamental dierence between RDDs
of Items and RDDs of Tuples: an RDD of Tuple is highly
structured, because all tuples in the same tuple stream, that is,
the output of any (non-return) FLWOR clause, have exactly
the same in-scope variables. e values bound with the
variables may be of dierent JSONiq sequence types, that
is, what we need is DataFrames in which the type of every
column (e.g., of each variable) is a List of Items.
With tuple streams represented as DataFrames, the seman-
tics of FLWOR clauses can be implemented leveraging Spark
SQL and the Catalyst optimizer on an intermediate layer,
1Note that these are not database tuples. A tuple in the context of FLWOR
expressions is an assignment of variables, part of the dynamic context.
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eoretical mapping (rst attempt with RDDs)
FLWOR Spark
for atMap() or map()
let map()
where lter(condition)
order by key mapToPair()
sortByKey()
map()
group by key mapToPair()
groupByKey()
map()
return map() + collect()/take()
count zipWithIndex()
map()
Figure 9: A summary of the mappings from FLWOR
clauses to Spark transformations
without compromising on the support for heterogeneous se-
quences of items. We now explore how each FLWOR clause
manipulates the physical DataFrames holding tuple streams.
4.4 Mapping for clauses to Spark SQL
e for clause is used for iteration through a sequence. Each
incoming tuple is extended to a set of outgoing tuples, each
containing all the variables from the original tuple alongside
one of the values of the new variable in the current for clause.
e single values are obtained from the sequence of items
produced by the expression in for clause in the context of
this specic incoming tuple.
Conceptually, this can be achieved with an extended pro-
jection that adds a new column to the DataFrame, corre-
sponding to the newly bound for variable. e values in this
column are obtained with a user-dened function that cre-
ates a dynamic context from the values of the other variables
on the same row, evaluates the JSONiq expression of the for
clause and returns the sequence containing the items to be
bound in the new column. An Spark SQL EXPLODE() call
then creates a new row for each such item. e resulting
Spark SQL query looks like so (assuming hypothetical vari-
ables a, b and c from previous clauses, and the new variable
d).
SELECT a, b, c,
EXPLODE(EVALUATE_EXPRESSION(a, b, c)) AS d
FROM input
If, however, the current clause is the very rst one in the
FLWOR expression, then it instead creates a new DataFrame
with a single column. If the underlying FLWOR expression
physically supports an RDD, then for the sake of eciency,
this RDD can be mapped to a DataFrame in parallel on the
cluster.
For clauses can also have positional variables. is is not
supported yet as the count clause, which is implemented and
oers this feature too, can be used instead. But we plan to
support positional variables in the future in a way similar to
count clauses.
4.5 Mapping let clauses to Spark SQL
e let clause is used to bind a new variable to a sequence
of items. us, the let clause simply extends each incoming
tuple to include the new variable alongside the previously
existing ones.
is is achieved in the same way as for clauses, but without
the EXPLODE call.
SELECT a, b, c,
EVALUATE_EXPRESSION(a, b, c) AS d
FROM input
Both the let and the for clauses support variable redeclara-
tion. e variable will simply have the last sequence of items
that was assigned to it. Prior assignments logically exist as
hidden variables that are not accessible to the user and can
also be dropped from the outgoing DataFrame.
If the let clause is the rst clause in a FLWOR expression,
we do not support the creation of a DataFrame and the exe-
cution is local. Local execution as well as dynamic switching
between local and Spark execution is described in Section 5.
4.6 Mapping where clauses to Spark SQL
Where clauses are straightforward to describe with Spark
SQL, because they are a selection on the underlying DataFrame
based on the call of a user-dened function evaluating the ex-
pression in the where clause to a boolean, for each incoming
tuple, like so:
SELECT a, b, c
WHERE EVALUATE_EXPRESSION(a, b, c)
FROM input
4.7 Mapping group-by clauses to Spark
SQL
Group-by clauses in JSONiq are similar to the GROUP BY
clause in SQL. ey group incoming tuples together based on
a specied key (possibly compound). A major dierence in
JSONiq is that all non-grouping values bound to an incoming
variable are materialized as a list bound to the same (outgo-
ing) variable. Subsequent expressions in the query may then
choose to only invoke aggregation functions on this outgo-
ing variable, or not use it at all, which straightforwardly
allows optimizations since this is a functional language.
Unlike SQL, designed for highly structured and typed
data, JSONiq group-by clauses also work when the keys
have dierent types. For example, this query will not throw
any error:
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for $i in parallelize((
{"key" : "foo", "value" : "anything"},
{"key" : 1, "value" : "anything"},
{"key" : 1, "value" : "anything"},
{"key" : "foo", "value" : "anything"},
{"key" : true, "value" : "anything"}
))
group by $key := $i.key
return { "key" : $key, "count" : count($i) }
In order to benet from the Spark optimizations, we need
to rst use an extended projection to create extra columns
with native DataFrame types.
We create three columns for each grouping variable: e
rst DataFrame column is an integer that stores type infor-
mation: by default 1 for an empty sequence, 2 for null, 3
for the boolean true, 4 for the boolean false, 5 for a string
and 6 for a number. If however the empty sequence must
compare higher than any value, then 7 is taken instead of
1. e second DataFrame column is a string that stores the
value of the item bound to the sorting variable if it is a string.
Otherwise, it is the empty string. e third DataFrame col-
umn is a double that stores the value of the item bound to
the sorting variable if it is a number. Otherwise, it is 0.
e creation of these three columns for each variable is
done in pure Java. e design of these columns is made in
such a way that Spark SQL, only looking at these columns,
will group the rows (tuples) in the way required by the origi-
nal FLWOR order-by clause.
Once these three columns have been created for each
sorting variable (say, b1, b2 and b3 for b and c1, c2 and c3 for
c), it thus suces to use the Spark SQL ORDER BY clause and
project away the extra columns. We get back the original
grouping keys as single items with an ARRAY DISTINCT()
call, and aggregate the non-grouping values (here a) of each
group to a sequence of items with the user-dened function
SEQUENCE().
SELECT SEQUENCE(a),
ARRAY_DISTINCT(b),
ARRAY_DISTINCT(c)
GROUP BY b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, c3
FROM input
Rumble detects if a non-grouping variable, in consuming
expressions, is aggregated as a count rather than material-
ized. In this, case COUNT() is invoked in Spark SQL instead
of materializing the non-grouping values, for beer perfor-
mance. It also detects if the variable is not used in consuming
expressions, in which case it does not create the column at
all.
4.8 Mapping order-by clauses to Spark SQL
Order by clauses sort the incoming tuple stream based on
the values of one or several variables. A requirement is that
the sorting variables are bound to single atomic items or the
empty sequence. If a sorting variable is bound to a sequence
of more than one item, or to a sequence of one item that is
an object or an array, then an error is returned.
Furthermore, JSONiq requires that an error be thrown in
case the values associated with a variable, throughout the tu-
ple stream, are incompatible: for example an error is thrown
if there is a string and a number. e empty sequence and
null, however, are comparable to any atomic value: null is
smaller than any other atomic value, and the empty sequence
is by default smaller than any atomic value including null
(but can be changed to be greater with a keyword).
In the current implementation, a rst pass is done to dis-
cover the type and throw an error in case of incompatible
types. en additional columns are created in a similar way
to what is presented in Section 4.7, but only the necessary
ones according to the discovered type (e.g., the number or
string column can be dropped, or even both if the type is
boolean).
With the additional column (for example, b1 and b2 for b,
and c1 for c), the nal Spark SQL query is straightforward:
SELECT a, b, c
GROUP BY b1, b2, c1
FROM input
An alternate design would be to generate all columns
as in group by, and drop the extra type check for beer
performance, which can be justied for large scales, but
at the cost of not being fully compliant with the JSONiq
specication, as some queries that should throw errors would
return a result.
4.9 Mapping count clauses to Spark SQL
e count clause in JSONiq corresponds to a zipWithIn-
dex transformation, which unfortunately is not available on
DataFrames. We thus used the solution suggested by Evgeny
Glotov on StackOverow [34], which eciently adds an
incremental-integer DataFrame column in a parallel fashion.
4.10 Mapping the return clause
e return clause ends a FLWOR expression by returning the
desired sequence of items, as an RDD of Items, which can be
consumed by further JSONiq expressions. e return clause
is implemented with a atMap transformation, mapping each
incoming tuple, i.e., row in the incoming DataFrame, to the
sequence of items returned by the return expression. is
results in a single, aened RDD of items that is further
consumed by parent expressions.
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5 ARCHITECTURE AND
IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 General architecture
Rumble follows a traditional compiler architecture inspired
by the Zorba processor. e layers take a JSONiq query as
input, translate it, execute it and produce results. Figure 10
presents a diagram of the architecture.
Firstly, the lexer and parser transform the query text into
an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). e lexer and parser code
were automatically generated from a JSONiq grammar le
using ANTLR v4. Secondly, the AST is transformed into
tree of expressions and clauses, with a class for each type
of expression and clause. irdly (code generation), the
expression and clause tree is converted to a tree of runtime
iterators that encompass the semantics of each expression
(returning sequences of items) and clause (returning tuple
streams). Finally, runtime iterators are executed, locally or
in parallel, and the results collected.
Figure 10: General Architecture Diagram
5.2 Lexer and parser
e input query is parsed with the ANTLR framework[67].
e ANTLR v4 framework uses ALL(*) [68] parsing.
e JSONiq EBNF grammar was converted to the .g4 for-
mat supported by ANTLR. From this grammar le, ANTLR
generates a JSONiq lexer and parser, as well as a base class
implementing the visitor paern.
For each incoming query, the JSONiq lexer and parser are
used to create the query’s Abstract Syntax Tree (AST).
5.3 Expression and clause tree generation
As in most compilers, the AST is converted to a tree of ex-
pressions and clauses using the base visitor class generated
by ANTLR.
In JSONiq, the syntactic building block is an expression.
FLWOR expressions are a special kind of expression further
subdivided into clauses. We thus have a base abstract class
that encapsulates basic functionality for any expression or
clause.
Each expression has a static context including in particular
in-scope variables and function declarations. In this rst
version, the static context mostly consists of the in-scope
variables and their declared types. Keeping a distinct copies
of each variable value for each expression can be costly in
memory. We thus follow the common practice to chain the
static contexts so that each one contains a reference to its
parent context and does not duplicate any variables.
e static contexts are generated recursively by walking
the tree of expressions and clauses with the visitor paern.
e static context of each expression is passed down to its
children. For each variable reference expression, it is checked
that the variable is present in the static context, otherwise
it throws a static error. For each variable declaration, a new
static context is created with new variable, and chained with
the parent context.
5.4 Translation to runtime iterators
Finally, the tree of expressions and clauses is recursively
converted to a tree of runtime iterators, also with a visitor
paern. Unlike traditional compilers for general-purpose im-
perative languages, which convert the intermediate represen-
tation into assembly instructions, it is the runtime iterators
that are converted to Java Bytecode.
As explained in Section 2, expressions manipulate se-
quences of items and clause manipulate tuple streams. ere
are thus two kinds of runtime iterators, even though their
internal structure is very similar.
Expression runtime iterators return items. Items are or-
ganized as a hierarchy of classes. e current version im-
plements the core JSON item types: objects, arrays, strings,
integers, doubles, decimals, booleans, strings and null, but
we are working on supporting more builtin types and user-
dened types.
Clause runtime iterators return tuples. Tuples are imple-
mented as objects consisting of a map from variable names
to (materialized) sequences of items.
Runtime iterators provide three APIs, between which Rum-
ble can seamless switch back and forth: (i) local execution, to
stream through the items or tuples, (ii) execution on RDDs or
Items (for expression runtime iterators), and (iii) execution
on DataFrames (for clause runtime iterators)2.
If the root iterator supports the RDD API, then Rumble
can directly write the results back to HDFS or any other layer
supported by Spark, in parallel. Otherwise (in particular for
queries with a small output), it can materialize the output
sequence of items to the screen or a local le. Rumble is
also available on a shell, in which case the output of each
query is collected (up to a congurable maximum number)
and printed on the screen. e shell runs as a single Spark
application, so that the executors are only set up once upon
launch.
2A previous version used to generate and consume RDDs of Tuples rather
than DataFrames.
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5.5 Local execution
Runtime iterators can be executed locally by obtaining the
items or tuples one at a time. e architecture is pull-based,
i.e., a call to retrieve the next item causes the current iterator
to recursively pull one or several item from its child iterators
and then process the resulting items according to its own
semantics.
e local API of runtime iterators follows an established
paern: open(), hasNext(), next(), reset(), close().
A runtime iterator is always opened or reset passing a
dynamic context. A dynamic context mostly binds sequences
of items to variables in scope (similar to a tuple).
If the consumer invokes the runtime iterator via its local
API, but it is detected that one or several child iterators sup-
port Spark and are able to return their sequence of items as
an RDD, many iterators are capable of seamlessly producing
their own sequence of items as an RDD with Spark trans-
formations and actions applied to the RDDs received from
the children (see Section 5.6). e RDD is then collected
and materialized, and the local API simply returns the ma-
terialized items one by one. A maximum number of items
to materialized can be specied and a warning is issued if
the RDD has more items than this maximum. Aggregating
iterators such as that of the count() function invoke a Spark
count action on the child RDD to directly produce an integer
item that they return.
5.6 RDD-based execution
Many expression runtime iterators also support an execution
on Spark and are able to return the sequence of items as an
RDD of Items. e consumer of the iterator can invoke a
method isRDD(), which returns whether or the results are
available as an RDD. If such is not the case, the consumer
has no choice but use the local API.
If, however, the resulting sequence is available as an RDD,
then another method getRDD() can be used to retrieve the
sequence of items as an RDD of Items, as a more ecient
alternative to the local API. e getRDD() method takes a
dynamic context, dynamically applies transformations on
the RDDs returned by the child iterators, according to the
current iterator semantics, and nally returns the resulting
RDD of Items. For example, if the expression is a object
lookup (e.g., ¡expr¿.foo), then a atMap transformation is
applied to the underlying RDD, mapping each object to the
value associated with the provided key, and each non-object
to an empty list.
Many RDD transformations take functions (e.g., a mapping
or ltering function) as a parameter, in a lambda calculus
fashion. Rumble constructs the required functions, which
are serialized and sent to the cluster [36], including their
closure. e closure can contain, in particular nested run-
time iterators that can be evaluated, inside the Spark cluster,
with their local API. For example, a ltering expression with
a child predicate expression is implemented as a atMap
transformation, and the mapping function passed to atMap
carries, in its closure, the runtime iterator corresponding to
the predicate. is runtime iterator will be evaluated, inside
each function call in the Spark cluster, always via its local
API to provide the truth values of the predicate for each item
in the input RDD. It is not possible to use the RDD API of
the runtime iterator within a closure, as Spark jobs do not
nest.
5.7 Functions providing input data
In order to process FLWOR queries on top of Spark, Rumble
must be able to read and write data from a storage layer such
as HDFS. Two function iterators supporting the RDD API
were implemented.
e json-le() function logically returns a sequence of
JSON objects (internally an RDD of items) read from a text
le following the json-lines standard [41]. It takes a le
path and an optional number of partitions. e iterator
calls Spark’s text-le() function internally using the path
argument. It then maps the strings to JSON objects using
Spark’s mapPartitions() and passing a mapper as argument.
For best performance, we use the JSONiter [43] parser, which
allows streaming to directly build the items, rather than an
intermediate JSON representation.
We also provide a JSONiq wrapper for Spark’s parallelize()
and with the same name. It creates an RDD of items that
triggers Spark-enabled behavior in FLWOR expressions.
e consequence of the above design is that queries like
json-file("input.json").foo[].bar[$$.foobar eq "a"]
are automatically detected as being fully runnable on
Spark in parallel, and the resulting output can also be wrien
back to HDFS. None of the intermediate sequences of items
is ever materialized.
5.8 DataFrame-based execution (FLWOR)
In a similar fashion to RDD-based execution for expression
runtime iterators, clause runtime iterators are all able to
directly return their tuple streams as DataFrames, if they
detect that the input tuple stream (from the parent clause)
is available as a DataFrame. e mapping from the input
DataFrame to the output DataFrame is described in Section
4.4.
If the input tuple stream cannot be provided as a DataFrame,
then a clause runtime iterator can use the local API of its
parent clause runtime iterator to construct its output tuples,
falling back to a local, pull-based execution as described in
Section 5.5.
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However, FLWOR expressions can also be used on small
amounts of data that do not justify pushing execution down
to a Spark cluster.
An initial for clause can seamlessly detect whether its
expression can return the items to bind as an RDD. If so, it
is capable of directly converting this input RDD of items to
a DataFrame that the next clause can consume.
e return clause nally outputs the sequence of items
returned by the FLWOR expression. If the previous clause
provides a DataFrame, then the return clause iterator can
map it to an RDD of items directly. Otherwise, it falls back
to the local API to consume tuples and return items in turn.
is seamless switching between local execution and RD-
D/DataFrame execution is possible because JSONiq was con-
ceived as a functional language, in order to be forward-
compatible with such optimizations.
6 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
is chapter presents the experiments used to analyze the
performance and behavior of Rumble, as well as the obtained
results. It is paramount to understand that the goal of this
work is not to directly improve performance compared to
existing parallel processing engines. Rather, the goal is pro-
vide an additional query language layer on top of Spark to
increase productivity, with as lile overhead as possible.
It is clearly expected that Rumble will be out-performed by
parallel JSON document stores that pre-load data in memory
such as Elasticsearch, AsterixDB, Couchbase or MongoDB,
or by parallel frameworks more recent than Spark. Such
systems can be extended with JSONiq support as well. With
Spark as the underlying parallelization engine, using JSONiq
is useful for a variety of users who do not want to incur
pre-loading ETL times but directly start querying the data
in place.
It is also clearly expected that Rumble will be out-performed
by local engines that do not fully (or at all) support JSONiq,
because they can be ne-tuned to handle very specic use
cases leveraging knowledge about a specic dataset or a
specic query. Rumble is a general-purpose data querying
system with a Turing-complete language.
6.1 Environment,eries and Datasets
We used several environments. e rst one is a local laptop
with i7-4720HQ quad-core CPU of 2.60GHz and 16GB of
RAM, that allows a comparison with other locally running
engines.
e second one is a 9-node cluster with entry-level cong-
uration, each with 4 virtual cores and 16GB of RAM, namely,
m5.xlarge on Amazon Elastic MapReduce. e soware en-
vironment comprised HDFS 2.8.5, YARN and Apache Spark
2.4.4. A third environment comprises 10 m5.4xlarge nodes
querying data stored on S3, to show that Rumble scales up
seamlessly with its input.
e rst dataset is the Great Language Game dataset [70].
is dataset contains over 16 million objects in the JSON
Lines format, the le size being around 2.9GB. While it ts on
a machine, it is large enough to cause a disk I/O. is dataset
is highly structured and allows a comparison with Spark
SQL. We execute three standard types of queries against this
dataset: ltering, aggregating, and sorting. We also use a 20x
duplication of this dataset stored on HDFS.
Finally, we used a semi-structured Reddit dataset[38] with
data ranging from 2008 up to 2015, containing 54 million
objects (30 GB). is dataset was replicated with a factor of
400 on S3 (up to 21.6 billion objects, 12TB).
6.2 Local execution
Figure 11: Local measurements for Rumble, Spark,
Spark SQL, PySpark
e rst series of tests was conducted in order to compare
Rumble with raw Spark (Java), Spark SQL and PySpark. All
of them spread the query evaluation on the machine cores.
Figure 11 illustrates the results for the 3 types of queries
presented in section 6.1, using the confusion language game
dataset of around 16 million JSON objects. e complete
dataset takes up around 3GB, which ts on a laptop.
Rumble competes very well with the others on the ltering
query; it is faster than Spark SQL because, there, no schema
inference is needed. For the grouping and sorting queries, it
is at a sweet spot between Spark and Spark SQL on the one
hand, and PySpark on the other hand.
All in all, the productivity benets of using JSONiq, as
well as its native support for heterogeneous, nested datasets
make the slight incurred performance cost worthwhile, and
not higher than that of using the popular and productive
Python language.
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6.3 Comparison with other JSONiq engines
Figure 12: Comparison of JSONiq queries between
Rumble (blue), Zorba (orange) and Xidel (grey) for (i)
a lter query, (ii) a grouping query and (ii) a sorting
query. emeasurements were capped at 600 seconds.
e second series of tests was conducted to compare Rum-
ble with other JSONiq engines. Zorba is one of the most
complete, stable, optimized and popular implementations of
JSONiq, alongside with XML and Xery support. Xidel is a
Pascal implementation; we used the latest release for macOS,
0.9.6. Both are single-threaded. Another engine running
JSONiq on Hyracks, VXery, exists, but as explained in
Section 7.1, no public release is available and our aempts
with the code on its master branch were unsuccessful.
Figure 12 shows the results for the queries presented in
section 6.1, on the confusion language game dataset.
For the grouping and sorting queries, Zorba could not
handle more than 4 million objects in a reasonable amount
of time (we stopped at 10 minutes) because it ran out of
memory. Xidel ran out of memory on the lter query for 8
million objects, did not group 2 million objects in less than 10
minutes and did not manage to sort a million objects. Rumble
can handle the entire dataset and the dierence in runtime
is signicant.
Similar results can be observed with the grouping query.
is experiment rstly proves that Rumble is already worth
using on relatively small datasets in a single machine, in com-
parison to the reference JSONiq engine. Indeed, as is oen
the case in JSON datasets that are not pre-loaded, the bot-
tleneck lies less in the disk I/O than in the CPU resources
used to parse JSON. Secondly, it also shows that a smaller
team (three persons) could build a pure, but general-purpose
JSON querying engine on top of an existing parallelization
framework in a signicantly shorter amount of time than it
took a bigger team to build a full-edged XML+JSON engine
from scratch.
We also need to mention that, as opposed to a general-
purpose JSONiq engine, a specic problem on a specic
dataset can always be be solved more eciently by manual,
ad-hoc techniques that use the information specic to the in-
put and query, reading less from disk, storing less in memory
and taking shortcuts. For the sake of reference, an experi-
enced programmer in our group managed to execute, with
manual low-level coding, the ltering query in 36 seconds
and the grouping query in 44s for the entire 16-million-object
dataset, on a dual core (so, half from our) laptop with also
16GB of memory. Rumble, Zorba and Xidel provide generic
JSONiq support with no prior knowledge of data, which can
also be heterogeneous, and no prior knowledge of the query.
6.4 Cluster execution
We ran measurements on the same queries, comparing against
Spark in Java, Spark SQL, Pyspark and Rumble, on our cluster
of 9 nodes. e runtimes are, like before, end-to-end and the
results closely relate to local measurements. e dataset was
duplicated 20 times, to 320M objects weighing 58GB. Figure
13 shows that JSONiq performs best for ltering queries,
runs as fast as raw Spark on a sorting query, and is twice
slower than raw Spark or Spark SQL on grouping. Rumble is
faster to Pyspark on all queries, demonstrating a sweet spot
between productivity and performance.
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Figure 13: Cluster measurements for Rumble, Spark,
Spark SQL, PySpark
6.5 Speedup analysis
Speedup analysis experiments were also executed in order
to observe the behavior of Rumble in more detail. Figure 14
shows the runtime for a highly ltering query on the 30GB
Reddit dataset for dierent numbers of executors between
1 and 32, on the same 9-node cluster. It also shows the
aggregated runtime over the cluster, which slightly goes up
as computations are spread more over the cluster, ending at
no more than a factor of 2. Measurements are averaged over
5 tries. We observed at times a few artefacts due to YARN
resource allocation that are independent of Rumble.
Figure 14: Speedup obtained over the Reddit dataset
6.6 Processing large datasets
In order to see how Rumble behaves in Big-Data scenarios,
the nal set of tests was carried out with a duplicated Reddit
dataset from 2007 to 2015 of 54 million documents, replicated
up to 400 times. is means that the largest collection had
21.6 billion objects (12 TB). e cluster was scaled up and
out to 1+9 m5.4xlarge3 EC2 machines, the maximum default
quota. e result of a ltering query for dierent sizes (sub-
sets) are shown on Figure 15. We can see that the curve is
very linear, and the number of machines is relatively small,
meaning that the limits of Rumble are not reached and larger
collections are likely to be supported as well. is shows
that Rumble successfully rides on the coat-tails of Spark in
terms of scalability. It is planned in the future to nd out the
scale at which Rumble starts showing weakness.
Figure 15: Performance analysis with billions of ob-
jects
7 RELATEDWORK
ere have been eorts to address some of the same short-
comings we address in this paper but these eorts are either
undocumented, under-documented, have stopped, or are not
accessible for us to compare with our system.
7.1 Apache VXery
Apache VXery [29] is a parallel and scalable XML query
processor implemented in Java. VXery uses the Hyracks
parallel execution engine, which predates Spark, and Alge-
brics, a compiler toolbox also used by AsterixDB.
VXery recently introduced JSONiq support [56]. VX-
ery, like Rumble, focuses on use cases in which the JSON
data is externally stored and not preloaded, for more exibil-
ity. In this respect, VXery and Rumble both make a point
that JSONiq can be used as a standardized JSON processing
language on top of various platforms.
VXery supports both JSON and XML while Rumble
is more lightweight and supports only JSON. Rumble is a
runtime-iterator-based engine that exibly and seamlessly
switches between local vs. Spark execution, while VXery
is based on Hyracks (physical plan) and Algebricks (logical
plan), and produces a query plan directly from the AST,
modied with rewrite rules.
316 cores and 128 GB per machine
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As we write these lines, JSONiq support in VXery is
not publicly released, and the master was not usable in its
current state in spite of our support requests. A performance
comparison was thus not possible.
7.2 JSON querying languages
JSONiq was introduced in 2010. It has a full and mature
specication available online, is supported by several inde-
pendent engines and is made of 90% of material – including
FLWOR expressions – standardized by the W3C.
A few other languages have appeared in the last decade.
Most proposed JSON query languages address nestedness
and partial heterogeneity, missing or null values, but not in-
compatible types. ey support recursive structures with ob-
jects and arrays, but large collections queried with SELECT-
FROM-WHERE statements are oen limited to large sequences
of objects in which each queried eld must have either a spec-
ied type, or be null or missing.
Some JSON document stores provide a data independent
layer with a more complete language. AsterixDB [4] [3]
supports the AQL languages, which is the most similar to
JSONiq in the JSON querying landscape. Other proposals
include Couchbase’s N1QL [25][26], UNQL [16], Arango
[9]’s AQL (homonymous to AsterixDB’s), SQL++ [54], JAQL
[46], Drill [6], Postgres-XL [59].
ere are also variants of JSONiq adapted to languages
such as PythonQL [60], similar to C#’s LINQ [49]. MRQL
was an alternate proposal running on MapReduce, Spark,
Flink and Hama, also similar in spirit to JSONiq, however
it was stopped in 2017. A logical model for querying JSON
was contributed in [15].
7.3 Document stores
Document stores provide native arborescent storage and
querying, typically supporting JSON [40] or closely related
data models [21][22][39]. Many of them are now mature and
popular commercial products. Some, like Elasticsearch [17]
and MongoDB [50] have their own low-level JSON-based
query languages, optimized for simple and fast operations
such as projection and selection, as well as more evolved
features following paradigms such as MapReduce.
e performance of document stores come at the cost of
having to pre-loaded (ETL) data. is requires large eorts
both in terms of transfer time, impedance mismatch solving
and oen manual work.
7.4 erying data in place
Rumble allows its users to directly query the data in place
on S3 or HDFS with no need to move it to a data store. is
considerably reduces the time that a scientist needs in order
to start querying freshly received datasets. erying raw
data directly, rather than loading it into a product’s optimized
format is also an active avenue of research [2] [29] [5] [13].
CleanM [33] is a query language specically designed for
data cleaning at large scales.
7.5 Parallel processing engines
MapReduce [28] is a simple parallel processing framework
that processes a collection of key-value pairs in two phases.
First, the input collection gets mapped to an intermediate
collection. en, these intermediate key-values get shued
over the network in such a way that the same keys are on
the same machine. en, the nal reducing step generates
an output collection.
Flink [30] is a low-latency, high-throughput, in-memory,
scalable streaming engine that supports stateful computa-
tions and unbounded streams. Likewise, Timely dataow
[52] is a powerful programming model and distributed en-
gine that achieves expressiveness and high performance for
processing streams and graphs. It was implemented in Rust
[62]. Ray [51] is a high-throughput, low-latency comput-
ing engine specically targeting learning reinforcement use
cases like autonomous cars and unmanned drones, and thus
mainly supports machine learning features. Ray also sup-
ports an imperative taste, and it can also leverage Apache
Spark.
Other engines provide additional features on top of parallel
hardware, such as top-K query processing [63], extracting
structure [32], analytics [14], imperative Java programs [1].
7.6 Other data models
Besides tables and trees, models include cubes and graphs.
Apache Hive [18] is a data warehouse project that aims
to bring a unied, SQL-like interface in order to query data
stored on HDFS (HiveQL)[11]. e way it works is that it
transparently converts SQL queries to MapReduce jobs or
even chains of Spark transformations and actions. Shark [69]
improves on its performance. AQP++ provides interactive
analytics on datacubes [57].
GraphX is a Spark API designed to process graphs and
”graph-parallel computations”[61]. It introduces a new ab-
straction, similar to the basic Spark RDD, called ”Resilient
Distributed Graph” which is designed to help with graph
creation, loading and computations.
Supporting several models with the same engine is also an
avenue of research enjoying increasing popularity, including
the integration of JSON into relational databases [47] [45]
[66] [37] [44] [48] [20] [58] [55].
8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We built Rumble, a stable and ecient JSONiq engine on top
of Spark to provide data independence for heterogeneous,
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nested JSON datasets with no pre-loading time. Rumble
is publicly available as a stable open-source release, under
Apache 2.0.
Most features of JSONiq are supported, and comprehen-
sive support is an active, ongoing eort with no major is-
sues expected. Some major features yet to be added include
user-dened functions and modules, additional types, try-
catch expressions, schema validation, and we continue to
add more standardized functions and to push-down more
expressions to Spark. Further work includes the implemen-
tation of JSONiq on top of other engines such as Timely [52],
Flink [30] and Ray [51], testing with other storage layers,
as well as adding support for FLWOR window clauses for
platforms that support streaming.
Our work demonstrates that data independence for JSON
processing is achievable with reasonable performance on top
of large clusters. e decoupling between a logical layer with
a functional, declarative language on the one hand, and an
arbitrary physical layer with a low-level query plan language
on the other hand, enables boosting data analysis productiv-
ity while riding on the coat-tails of the latest breakthroughs
in terms of performance.
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